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PHOSPHATIZING
FARM IMPLEMENTS
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PROBLEM:
To find a more efficient method of applying phosphoric
acid and rinsing afterward.
SOLUTION:
Add to the manufacturing assembly line, a spray booth
featuring CAT PUMPS high pressure pump for acid
application and rinse.

The dual CAT PUMPS deliver to the spray booth
to assure sufficient flow and acid treatment.

OPERATION:
This Canadian company manufactures a variety of farm
equipment. They had a totally automated assembly line
except for the by hand process of acid washing and rinsing
production parts, which was causing a real bottleneck in
their operation. After some evaluation of the situation, a
spray booth was designed to replace the old timeconsuming hand method. Two CAT PUMPS were
installed; one for the acid application, the other for rinsing.

SPECIFICATIONS:
CAT PUMPS Model (two) ...................................*1044 S.S.
Pressure................................................................500+ PSI
Flow (each) .............................................................10 GPM
Temperature ...........................................................Ambient
Fluid..................................20:1 Water and Phosphoric Acid
Clear Water Rinse
Duty Cycle .........................................................Continuous
Drive .........................................................................Electric
*Alternate CAT PUMP model 1051 plunger pump or 822 piston pump.

BENEFITS:
● Faster automated process to complement the balance of
the production line.
● Better application of acid.
● Reduced operating expenses.

As the equipment advances along the overhead conveyor
through the spray booth, oscillating nozzle arms move up
and down and side to side to assure complete coverage
with the acid. After the acid is applied, the parts are rinsed
with clear water and proceed to be dried and painted. The
acid is recycled and goes through special filters to purify it
for the next application.
With the new spray booth, the assembly line runs much
smoother. There is no tie-up of parts at the point of
phosphatizing, they have better coverage and they have
reduced production expenses. In addition, the dual 1044
pumps are available for other pressure cleaning functions
and with a sandblast attachment, provide wet sandblasting
for deburring and other surface preparations.

There are several arms in the spray
booth. Low pressure and high flow is
best for this acid application.

“Customer confidence is our greatest asset”

This conveyor load of parts has been
treated with acid, thoroughly rinsed, dried
and is now heading for the paint booth.
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